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Abstract 
The translation of people and business directories from paper to global access platforms has been a goal of libraries, 
archives, and historians since the invention of the internet. This goal to store, present and analyze the movement of people 
and businesses through the years, simply, with access by anyone, is central to socioeconomic and historical research. 
This project is designed to take 100 years of directory entries of people and businesses (names and addresses) for the 
City of Kitchener, Ontario, Canada and make it available as a website with search and download capabilities. This paper 
covers the history of the Vernon city directory, the initial use case of the project, its development, and geocoding and web 
mapping methodologies. The authors will expand on the hurdles overcome, the management, computer code, and quality 
assurance tools that were created.  Part of the goal of this paper is to educate and prepare others on the myriad of ways 
technology can bring historical data stored on paper to not only be easily accessed in a database format but to be able 
to also visualize it on a web map. The result of the team’s work is a Leaflet map displaying inhabitants and businesses in 
the City of Kitchener spanning from 1900 to the year 2000.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The socio-economic and cultural history of a city can be portrayed visually through postcards, photographs, 
advertisements and through stories written and shared with others. Building exteriors often provide clues to the age and 
era they were erected. Numerous additions, transformations, and fading paint colours will also reveal a glimpse of the 
past. Was the building once a general store, or a pharmacy? Was it a barbershop transformed into a candy store? Was it a 
factory, and is now a school? These types of questions can be answered with the same resource that will explain the 
modern streetscape: the remnants of old streetcar tracks, the renumbering of street addresses, the 200-year old tree that 
stands seemingly out of place. Evidence from the past helps explain the present, paving the way to plan for the future, 
and offering data about the “where” and “when”. Information about people and businesses helps planners, historians, 
environmentalists, entrepreneurs and residents understand the heart of the city, as well as encourages new questions to be 
asked.  

Historical city directories provide a simple, yet an extremely thorough annual account of the residents, businesses and 
their employees in each city. Transcribing, geocoding and mapping the entries invites opportunities to link the primary 
resources visually, not only over a span of several decades, but also geographically, across space. The combination of 
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time and place creates an interactive platform that displays human and spatial relationships, narrating how businesses and 
communities evolved over time.  

This paper will describe the development of the historical digital atlas and offer use cases for combining historical primary 
records with GIS technology.    

BACKGROUND 

The city directories are a rich source of information for anyone looking to learn about city life throughout the years. What 
appears to be a simple list of people and businesses and their associated addresses, however, becomes a lot more intricate 
once that list is converted into databases populated with geographic coordinates. Not only can users visualize where 
people lived and worked, but they can see more than one row of information on a map. Where did other family members 
live? How far was work? Are there any spatial patterns that may explain why a business has moved multiple times? Was 
the industry close to a water source? Could there be contamination issues? Who used to live where you’re currently 
standing? What businesses occupied that parking lot?  Is this building the original one? It is a snapshot in time, uncovering 
clues about today. 

For centuries, maps have been used to tell stories, and have been valued as an alternative to text due to their ability to 
provide a large amount of detail in a small amount of space. Today, geographic tools, data, and multimedia on the web 
expand the ability and audience for storytelling through maps (Kerski, 2016). Additionally, in an online format, mapping 
applications enable the analysis of entries based on visual clusters, density, proximity and inter-connections among 
community members, their occupations and businesses, revealing stories of urban morphology over time.  

Traditionally, historical scholars have concentrated on developments over time, and geographers have concentrated on 
developments across space. The last ten years or so have seen an increased interest in combining the two fields, by 
coalescing the use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) with historical research, leading to a field that is known 
as ‘historical GIS’. Engagement with historical sources and their geographical context has led to interesting discoveries 
and new scholarship. With the use of GIS technology, thousands of interrelated historical datasets can be analyzed, 
revealing spatial relationships that is beyond the human cognitive capacity (Arnold, et al, 2009). As Lancaster and 
Bodenhamer (2002) exclaimed, “The most exciting thing about historical GIS is often the “eureka’ moment when 
someone sees data mapped for the first time”. 

Today, in the era of digital scholarship, researchers are finding new ways to ask questions, conduct research, preserve, 
display, and publish their work. The digital atlas draws on the ideas and findings of several researchers who have used 
GIS technology to analyze the historical evolution of city landscapes. Susan Wardwick (1990) created a classroom 
assignment in her geography class having students use city directories to trace historic ethnic residential and commercial 
districts. Using the city directory of Sacramento, California for the year 1940, students collected the information and used 
GIS to create a map, displaying the location of residences, food businesses, gas stations, barber shops, churches and 
schools. More recently, Jennifer Brackhan (2009) used GIS at ten-year intervals to study and display changes in restaurant 
types and their geographic patterns. Using city directories, Brackhan studied restaurant growth and diversity in ethnic 
restaurants. M. Hayek, et al (2010), studied abandoned and contaminated sites, collecting abandoned building information 
from city directories, and using GIS to display the location and possible contaminant based on spatial proximity to 
brownfield land. For many years now, researchers have depended on city directories for population-based and business-
related studies. P. Rosenbaum, et al (1993) used city directories to collect occupational data for a cancer study. Richard 
Still (1953) studied mortality rates of Seattle Grocery Wholesalers and obtained grocery listings from the directories, and 
Sidney Goldstein (1954) used city directories as sources of migration data.  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The idea for this project emerged after completing an initial project related to mapping historical buildings and roads. 
Using Fire Insurance Plans, historical buildings in Kitchener were digitized and mapped over a 30 year span, including 
building uses (residential vs business) - https://tinyurl.com/yc9cndq2. Initial analysis revealed that building use had 
changed throughout the thirty year span, and there was interest in learning more about the businesses that occupied the 
buildings. Because the businesses were displayed spatially, it was quickly apparent that certain buildings that were on 
major streets had much less turnover than those further away from the “business district”. Visualizing the data was key 
in asking further questions. To fill in the thirty year gap, the researchers dug through the annual city directories, and after 
an initial exploration, discovered interesting businesses, high levels of business mortality, as well as rich details about 
residential life. The great length of time it took to look up individual addresses in the directories, however, could be 
considered to be a potential deterrent for researchers and therefore it was felt there had to be a way to make this incredible 
resource much more accessible.  
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The digital atlas is a data transformation and visualization project aimed at providing scholars, researchers, and the public 
with a visual directory, index and account of city of Kitchener’s residential, business and industrial development. This 
project takes decades of digitized Vernon city directories (years 1900-2000), cleanses, collates and geo-locates over a 
million searchable individual entries using an online map platform, Leaflet.  

The searchable interactive online map organizes the advertisements, household and business entries by street address, 
enabling query and location specific searches, allowing researchers to conduct spatial analysis, gain new insights, ask 
new questions based on geographic proximities, and transform their research and teaching as it relates to urban structure 
and population geography. Logan, et al (2011) write, “Much recent effort has been given to sophisticated methods of 
spatial analysis that use information about where people live or events occur. For researchers who are familiar with these 
methods, accurate GIS maps…of individual household locations, will be invaluable. For geographers, historical and 
otherwise, the geocoded data for individuals offer a unique opportunity to explore issues of scale”. 

OBJECTIVES 

The overall goal of this initiative is to support deep learning and enhance critical thinking and geospatial skills by 
creating, disseminating and mobilizing new research using modernized accessible historical primary resources. The 
objectives of this project are as follows: 

1. To provide researchers and the general public with an easily-accessible online tool that will allow local historical 
research to be conducted visually, in a map format, modernizing traditional research methods 

2. To promote geospatial literacy and offer researchers experience using Geographic Information Sciences (GIS) 
technology, along with analytical tools to ask and answer questions around data distribution.  

3. To study and analyze local business and residential information found in city directories, and share findings with 
academic researchers, community organizations and the general public 

4. To outreach and work with organizations in sharing this resource locally and abroad 
5. To develop best practices for geocoding city directories and share them, along with source codes, with librarians 

and archivists to encourage similar project developments 

METHODOLOGY 

Data Collection: 

The original Vernon dataset is a collection of yearly directories starting in the late 1800’s spanning to the early 2000’s. 
These documents were scanned into .pdf page file format by the Kitchener Public Library and provided to the team for 
use in this project. The scanning of the pages were completed using scanner based optical character recognition software 
(OCR).  

This process is indiscriminate and picks up many print artifacts that are translated into odd characters. Secondly the quality 
of the ink and printing affects the outline of the letters so that the OCR software makes the incorrect choice as to what a 
character is. These ill-interperated letters and indiscriminate characters create a large amount of variation in the scanned 
text in the .pdf’s created. The variation is compounded year on year and at times from page-to-page due to changes and 
advances in printing and layout. This was especially present in the 1900-1930 volumes of the directory. These variables 
created by the OCR software greatly impacted the conversion of the data from pdf to an organized and database-structured 
Comma Separated Value (CSV) format. 

Data Cleanup:  

The first step in data cleanup was the transposition of the names, descriptors and addresses from the directory .pdf’s to 
the organized row and column format of CSV’s. In this transposition the business addresses and descriptions were 
separated from the residential (people) addresses and occupations into two separate CSV’s, one for businesses and one 
for people. There were many attempts at automation using Python, VBScript, Excel formulas and NotePad ++ text editing 
tools, however because there were so many variables created by the OCR software automation code, to correct the artifacts 
became a longer process than manually transposing the text line by line. These various automation tests were adequate 
for the specific years they were built in but since there was so much variation in character artifacts and layout these efforts 
proved very difficult to take advantage of over subsequent directories. The resultant best course of action was transposing 
the directory pdf’s into CSV’s line by line. The advantage of this was that it was straight forward and easily trainable. 

Once the initial data was transposed, the next steps were the quality assurance (QA) phases. Five distinct phases were 
required to clean the data and have it in a database structured format that would be easy for a database to ingest and for 
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the geocoding software to add co-ordinates to the addresses. These phases are a combination of manual QA and custom-
built conversion software. 

The first phase was to go through the transposed CSV’s row by row, visually checking the data was correct for each row, 
ensuring that there are no businesses in the people dataset, that the address format was correct, that there were not any 
empty rows or missing addresses, and finally check for correct spelling. 

The second QA phase was to run the transposed people CSV through the first Python custom conversion code. This script 
checks abbreviations of certain words and updates them to full words. Eg. Saw to Sawyer or Sec to Secretary. This is an 
effort to update old language to a modern equivalent and/or change the abbreviation to the full word for easier reading. 
The abbreviation check Python script created is the first of two uses of the Levenshtein Distance algorithm. In this first 
case the Levenshtein Distance was used to read a column in the people CSV and compare the selected abbreviated words 
to the list of modern equivalents. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The third QA phase is a repeat of the first QA phase with particular attention paid to the Historical Address column.  The 
format of the address column is crucial to the rest of the project’s success. Without this the addresses either cannot be 
geolocated or are placed in the wrong location. The fourth QA phase was updating the addresses to modern ones. Since 
cities change significantly over the span of a hundred years, address changes need to be accommodated so that they can 
be geolocated in the correct position on the map. This process is more involved than the second QA phase because the 
address dataset needs to be broken up into its constituent components (Street Number, Street Name, Street abbreviation, 
and cardinal direction). The Levenshtein Distance algorithm in the Python code is only used on the street name part of 
the string. The rest of the string must be parsed and reassembled with either the same street name (if not changed) or the 
updated street name (if it is changed). Along with the Levenshtein Distance algorithm there are many checks and changes 
in this code to assemble the correct address for the geocoder. This Python code reads from the transposed CSV and an 
updater CSV. The transposed CSV gives the historical address and the updater CSV gives the Levenshtein Distance 
comparator addresses along with address not found flags and x and y coordinates. These flags and x and y are for addresses 
that don’t have modern equivalents and have coordinates for where the buildings used to be. This is to minimize the repeat 
of mismatches in the geolocator for future years. Having the x and y coordinates or nearest modern addresses greatly 
reduces the rework needed to ensure all the historical address points show up correctly on a modern map. 

In Figure 2, below, the historical address (1908 ) was passed through the Levenstein Python code, parsed and compared 
to the Updater CSV resulting in the Current Address column being generated. 

 

Figure 1. People CSV (left), Python code snippet (centre), CSV with updated abv (right) 
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Figure 2. Resultant dataset from the historical address run through address checker and outputting Current Address  

Within the Address Updater Pythion code is also a check for addresses that do not have a modern equivalent or the 
location of the nearest modern address is far from where the historical address was. This check adds a flag (OANF – 
Original Address Not Found) in a Note column. This flag is a statement that the modern geocodable address is close to 
the original for some cases or if it is accompanied by X and Y coordinates the address was created by staff to accommodate 
the lack of a modern location. These flags were created to automate the avoidance of mismatches in the geocoding process. 

The fifth and final QA phase is a repeat of the first on a cursory level to check that the database structured format is being 
maintained. The business and people CSV’s are passed on to the next stage of the process - geocoding. 

Geocoding: 

Once the addresses are updated to their modern equivalents, they are then geocoded – the process of pairing each address 
to a point that can be displayed spatially. All geocoding processes need a locator and an algorithm to run, where the 
locator connects the input addresses to a point in space and the geocoding algorithm determines if the input address 
matches a point in the locator and “match” the two if close enough. When geocoding, priority was placed on correctness 
of the point placement temporally and spatially. Points from an early year could have an address of 54 Queen St S, but 
would be at 94 Queen St S today and not be at the modern 54 Queen St S. The updater was responsible for placing points 
correctly on the temporal level, thus a suitable locator was needed to place points correctly on the spatial level. 

The first attempts at geocoding were done using a Canada-wide locator from DMTI Spatial, chosen for its wide coverage. 
However, it was not suitable for a detailed large-scale project. The tolerance parameters were too low and some of the 
base data was incorrect compared to other sources, resulting in many incorrect matches. Cardinal directions were flipped 
where a “North” address would be matched to an address on the “South” counterpart, or the street names would be similar 
in spelling but the incorrect address. Attempts to fix these problems by decreasing the tolerance for error resulted in too 
few addresses being matched once the geocoding was done, resulting in too much manual work for it to be worthwhile.  

Fixing the DMTI locator was no longer an option and a new one was needed. Other pre-built locators were options, but 
there were problems with each. Firstly, ESRI provides a world locator with all their GIS software. It fully covers the 
entire city of Kitchener, matching addresses to their modern counterparts should they still exist and interpolates everything 
in between. However, it is costly and required paid credits to use, which was not feasible for the number of addresses that 
needed to be geocoded. The next best option was to use the base data ESRI sources their locator, which were the address 
point and road centerline shapefiles from the City of Kitchener. These would need to be built into a locator by the end 
user, as they are only available as shapefiles. 
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Locators can be created from a feature class - containing address data in points or lines - using ArcMap or ArcGIS’s 
Create Locator tool. Similar to DMTI’s locator, these created locators would have the problem of mismatched cardinal 
directions but responded far better to zero-tolerance for incorrect address matching. The shapefiles could be specifically 
chosen and edited without much difficulty, so an in-house locator seemed like the best option. 

The address points would use the “Single House” style locator which is designed for points with a single address per 
point. Addresses from Kitchener were attached to the centroids of buildings and were extremely accurate temporally and 
spatially, especially with no tolerance for spelling errors. However, the buildings had its fair share of problems. Many of 
the points could not account for lost addresses, which could be large buildings taking up where smaller buildings stood 
or empty lots. This also meant it could not fill in between each building accurately, so as accurate as it was, the result 
ended up with a low match rate.  

Street centerlines use the “Dual Range” style locator which is designed to take a range (ex. 1-21) for both sides of a street 
and place the points along the respective side, equidistant from each other. The “Single Range” locator would have been 
used for a file of lines with a line for each direction on the road. Streets from Kitchener are placed in the center of the 
street, but the points would be placed to the side of the street. This would sometimes be close to the buildings, but it 
lacked the accuracy of the centroids that addresses provided. However, the ranges allowed for previously unmatched 
addresses to have an approximate placement along a range. For example, a street with two buildings, 1 and 21, could only 
match those two if using just the address locator. The range locator, on the other hand, could match 1 and 21, but also 
every address in between. Ultimately, the match rate was 2 to 3 times higher compared to address points alone but the 
accuracy for the points that still had the buildings around was far lower than buildings. 

Neither of the above locators worked well on their own, so it was suggested to try and combine the two as a “Composite 
Locator”, which runs the locators in the user-specified order. The accuracy was deemed more important than the total 
overall matches, so the locator would run the buildings first, then fill in the missing address with the interpolated points 
along the streets. The next step was to tune the locators by experimenting with shapefiles for each of the components, 
which were chosen from 2019-2021 from both Kitchener Open Data and the Regional Municipality of Waterloo. Some 
of the test results are shown in Figure 3 below. 

Locator Type 
% 
M 

# 
M 

% 
UM 

# 
UM 

% 
T 

# 
T Total 

ESRI 99% 578 0% 0 1% 7 585 

Kitchener Add. 36% 212 61% 354 3% 19 585 

Kitchener St. (Uncorrected) 97% 569 2% 10 1% 6 585 

Composite Version 1 83% 486 12% 69 5% 30 585 

Figure 3: Composite locator breakdown 

The locator could also speed up the updater process faster with the ranges - large sections of OANFs could be filled in 
with a range on the streets instead. This, combined with expanding certain ranges for increased coverage made an 
extremely accurate locator that could match large numbers of addresses without sacrificing accuracy.  

However, the locator data was not perfect. Many of the line features would not be in the right direction so the odd and 
even sides were flipped and/or in the wrong order, which required manual correction using the Edit Vertices function in 
ArcMap. Another issue that arose was the data to be geocoded was not perfect either. Some addresses would not have a 
suffix that denotes the road type (St, Av, Rd, Ln, Blvd) so the base locator files had to be modified to allow for a “suffix-
less” version of the locators run afterwards. This would check the incorrect address against the point with proper street 
formatting first (King St E) and then check the same point without the suffix afterwards (King E).  

Once the work on the locator was complete, the geocoding process could be started, and it was far simpler than the process 
to build the locator. The locator automatically geocoded the addresses, the user would subsequently match any unmatched 
addresses manually, and update the locator and updater with the changes afterwards. In many cases, there would be a few 
problems that would emerge from the geocoding process that would all be fixed after the year is geocoded to reduce any 
human error from the manual geocoding process. 

One problem that had occurred multiple times was streets were set in the wrong direction. This was mentioned earlier, 
where the odd and even sides would be flipped, and the addresses would increase in the wrong direction. These were not 
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caught by the test dataset in the locator testing phase and would be resolved later. Another problem was with address 
ranges not covering enough on a block because the original buildings would be completely gone. This would either be 
resolved by adding a new point to the street, updating the range in the locator if there were enough missing points on that 
street, or matching the points to a large building that stands where the old ones used to be.  

Fully geocoding a year usually catches the aforementioned problems. The locator is iteratively built upon with the 
newfound knowledge to run far smoother, build upon the extensive updater, and ultimately minimize the manual work 
done. As the years progress and Kitchener begins to resemble its present state, the geocoding process gets much easier.   

RESULTS 

Data Visualization: 

The current visualization and interactive component of the Digital Atlas Project is developed in a standard Web Stack 
format. It is currently hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS) on an Advanced RISC Machines (ARM) based service in 
a Linux operating system. It is made up of Postgres database backend, MongoDb administration backend, React, NodeJS 
and Nginx middleware, and leaflet web API components.  

 

Figure 4: Web stack design layout 

The backend consists of two databases. The first is a MongoDb NoSQL database that is only for authentication for the 
administration portion of the site. It only holds the user name, password and tokens. This is a light database that is easy 
to install and maintain on a cloud service. The second is a PostgreSQL database that consists of two tables, Business and 
People, that contains all the transposed and geocoded rows from the Vernon Directories. The tables designed as organized 
data storage and are not related as there is no need. This database handles fetch requests and search filtering. The filter 
queries come from the find popup on the main site and uses a trigram-based search functionality to search by name, 
historic address, current address, occupation, business name, business type and year or any combination of these. 

Since image storage is difficult and consumes large amounts of space in databases, the solution was to have an image 
folder on the server that is linked to by individual paths in the business table. In the frontend on the business page web 
map markers with advertising images are represented by a yellow marker.  
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Figure 5: Sample of a business address with image 

The middleware is a web framework developed in React and compiled by NodeJS. Below are examples of code and what 
they represent on the web frontend. 

Search filter request to the PostgreSQL database: 

  

Figure 6: Web frontend database search/filter interface and React code 
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Custom Marker in the leaflet API: 

 

Figure 7: Leaflet marker (business with image) and React code that calls it 

Marker popup and population in the leaflet API: 

This creates the space to present the fetched row data from the PostgreSQL database.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: leaflet marker popup with fetch code that populates it from the people table in the database 

The frontend visualization and interactive part of the web stack is made up of JavaScript components, HTML elements, 
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), and the Leaflet Map API (Application Program Interface). These pages are visually split 
between an interconnected map and table component. The map and table are Leaflet components that are connected to 
the tables in the PostgreSQL database. The X and Y coordinates are interpolated by the Leaflet API creating the geolocated 
address markers on the web map. These markers have descriptors from the rows in the database that are also represented 
in a table below the map. 

The search filter functionality of the site allows searching the database by Name, Description, Historical Address, Current 
Address, year range, images and Original Address Not Found. This search also has features such as Order By (organizes 
the return from the database) and Search Accuracy (is a range that starts at 3 letters to exact spelling). 

CONCLUSION 

The website Visualizing Historical Kitchener is the culmination of the team’s work collecting, cleaning, geocoding and 
web site development. These processes required the management of the skills and talents of many different people. While 
this site isn’t a conclusive outcome of research it is a launching point for future research with clean concise data. The 
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processes developed can be used for other directories and other cities and the cleaned datasets are already being used to 
update historical information for the City of Kitchener. 
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